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Abstract 
The research starts from the hypothesis that the theories of the invisible hand and the statist ones were proven inefficient in 
reducing the tension between the need of order and governing, on one hand, and wishes, selfish interests, on the other hand. 
We propose a Third Way - The social neo-institutional economy – through which the “the visible hand” of the society, as a 
producer of reputation to balance the dysfunctions which appeared between the “invisible hand” and “the coercive hand of the 
state”. SVH transforms the social opinion into an invisible institution which controls the side slips of the power and the 
weaknesses of the invisible hand.  
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1. Assumptions 
The theory of the “invisible hand” and of the selfish spirit is correct, if it is not overstated. Through his nature, 
the man is shaped, or in other words, he is educated to pursue his interests. Without interests there is no initiative 
and without initiative there is no efficiency and performance. But to believe that selfishness and the “invisible 
hand” are sufficient enough to self-regulate the economy, means to consider kindness and morals superfluous, 
and the fact that the market transforms everything: the good, the bad, honesty and theft into social welfare. Such 
a conclusion is without logic and uncoated in reality. The human nature is dual: selfishness/ altruism. The 
stimulus for the thirst of winning is a defining feature of behavior for the economy, irrespective of its type. These 
tendencies of people must not be tabulated exclusively as avarice and corruption, but they must be considered 
features of the human behavior which put their fingerprint on the economic relation and as a matter of fact on the 
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functioning mechanism of economy. Likewise, we cannot forget that there is a biologic determination in the 
individuals for obeying certain rules: the majority of people consider that it is for their welfare to obey the norms 
and the rules if the others obey them too. For instance, respecting the right of propriety makes the negotiation of 
the rules no longer necessary at each contract. The people have the tendency of cooperation incorporated in their 
cerebral tissue (Hirschleifer, 1978), and as a result the models which exaggerate the role of the selfish interest are 
in contradiction with the biologic construction of the human being: reciprocity and the natural altruism of the 
individuals. The evolutionist biology shows that the issuing of the laws and their obeying have a natural basis 
whereas the human mind has special cognitive skills which allows the man to make a difference between 
cooperative individuals and swindlers (Fukuyama, 2011).  
 The first hypothesis of our theory is the following: the human behavior is not carved according to the 
selfish interest but also according to the tendency of cooperation, reciprocity and altruism. On a road each 
individual wants to reach its destination, as fast as possible and stampedes are rarely created. This happens, 
because if everyone realizes that there is order, each in part will reach his own purpose better and faster. There is 
no hierarchical coordination but an instinctual- rational cooperation. When does the stampede appear? It appears 
when panic determines the individual to pass from rational to irrational when the “excess of selfish interest” 
induces a type of behavior which generates “deficiencies of achieving one’s selfish interest and common interest 
too”. Consequently, the determiner of the stampede is the panic that creates the distrust that through cooperation, 
one’s own interest can be achieved. But who has generated the panic? Maybe a disturbing factor, such as a fire 
alarm, for instance, which cancels the previous experience of an accepted state of normality. In the same manner, 
things happen in economy, but everything is at another scale. As a result, there is a tension between the need for 
order and governing, on one hand and wishes and selfish interests on the other. Whenever the solving of this 
tension was done by limiting the free initiative, the result was less efficiency and performance.  
The writings whose origin can be found in the Austrian school, give a major importance, an exclusive one, to 
subjectivism and to individualism. It is considered that subjectivism allows the economy to become a science 
which has to “deal with all the human actions and have a whole objective validity, which is paradoxical only at 
surface”  (De Soto, 2011); the economic theory is not based on good only, but is based on things and material 
objects, it values people, their considerations and consequently the derived human actions (Mises, 1996) ; “the 
methodological individualism is propped on the fundamental praxeologic conception according to which the 
human action is eminently individual” (Marinescu, Coord. 2012); “the existence of the conscious and individual 
human action is the fundamental axiom of the whole system of economic sciences” (Marinescu, Coord. 2012). 
The supporters of this theory reject any kind of intervention from the state in economy; they are almost on the 
verge of excluding it. Reality has proven that irrespective of the chosen politics, in a period of more than 150 
years, the capitalist economy was based on the intervention of the state. The studies which were carried have 
shown that from 1853 to 1953, the economy was in recession or depression 40% of the time, and after 1953, 
since the economy has become Keynesian, it was only 15% of the time (Chrysostom Medaille, Hurduzeu, (Ed.). 
2009).The historian emphasizes a paradox: since Margaret Thatcher, 1979, and Ronald Reagan, 1980, the politic 
rhetoric has been focused on free markets, fewer interventions, a mentor being Frederich von Hayek, but 
economy has become more and more Keynesian, and the intervention of the state has become the rule and not the 
exception. For instance, at the beginning of the Reagan administration the national debt of the USA was 700 
billions dollars, and at the end of Reagan- Bush administration it reached 2.1 trillions, then in 2008 it was 9.1 
trillions dollars (Chrysostom Medaille, Hurduzeu, (Ed.). 2009). These numbers lead us to realize that irrespective 
of the fact that we talk about the period when the doctrine laissez- faire prevailed, or about the Keynesian 
doctrine, the presence of the state in economy was major. It can be stated that the functioning of the present 
economic model implicates, even facilities the inherent presence of the state. We are not familiar with the historic 
periods of time when the state was not present in economy. The discussions pro and against the intervention of 
the state have remained at the same theoretic level.  
The second hypothesis of our theory: the search for the causes of the crises in the extremes of the paradigm; 
the incapacity of the free market to self -adjust, through the “invisible hand” and as a result the intervention of the 
state is necessary; the intervention of the state in economy has disturbed the mechanism of self –regulation of the 
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market, which is a debatable step. We believe that the orientation of the discourse almost exclusively on the 
contraposition of the paradigm of the “invisible hand”, the paradigm of the intervention of the state, the “coercive 
hand”, has created the illusion that a free market means a market without any rules; and the intervention of the 
state means the limitation of the freedom of the market, which is equivalent with the disturbance of its normal 
functioning. Due to these reasons, the concerns for the importance of some instruments and institutions of the 
mechanism of the free market, non- normative ones, with a role of adjustment and stabilization, the antibodies for 
the growing of immunity to the excess of the “selfish spirit” and the “coercive interventionism” were limited. As 
a result, the state is necessary at least when we speak about common goods (clime, defense etc.). We cannot leave 
the terrorism, the demographic changes, immigration and social conflicts on account of the selfish spirit of the 
individuals. Freedom does not come from chaos, from unlimited democracy, but from regulated democracy. We 
need guides and the “coercive hand” of the state. The laws must implement the constraints that would make the 
people free. Even if we felt more comfortable, at least from the perspective of ethics, to believe that people and 
companies when they ac selfishly, in their own interest, they actually facilitate the social welfare, we cannot 
overlook the several financial scandals and other facts of corruption which have marked our recent history. This 
discovery leads us to the conclusion of the existence of a tension between the individual selfish interest and the 
general interest. The previous tools of the interventionist doctrine and of the laissez- faire doctrine have proved to 
be inefficient so far in reducing this tension. We suggest an alternative to the two doctrines, A Third Way, where 
the “invisible hand” of the market and the “the coercive hand” of the state to be accompanied by the “social 
visible hand”, where the transparence reduces insecurity, securing the reign of “the invisible hand”. It is about the 
indirect non- coercive rules (Lungu Petruescu, 2013). As a result, the economic theory must redefine and rethink 
its position towards the social norms. In economy, freedom cannot exist outside a coherent ordered social system, 
but there is no freedom if this order is rigid, and obtained through constraint.  
Freedom can be found in an area where the order and chaos exist in a special balance, at the limit of chaos. 
There is sufficient stability here for the system not to be disintegrated, but also sufficient creativity to be able to 
transform/evolve (the transition of the water from ice to liquid and of the metal from solid to liquid, for example). 
How do we obtain this balance in economy? How do we find this limit? The theory of self -organizing of the 
market finds the solution in the interest of the individuals: for being free, the individuals must self limit 
themselves regarding their interests as to serve the community for their freedom. Is this hypothesis feasible? The 
historic experience shows us that it is a desirable thing, a theoretical, correct principle, even possible at a certain 
point in the future, but practically it proved to be inefficient in obtaining the balance in the functioning area and 
the economic evolution. Next to self-control, something else is required too. This “something else” is called by us 
“the social visible hand”. As a result, there is no longer freedom and prosperity without responsibility. The 
tempting promises of the capitalist theory of freedom and prosperity without the corresponding burden of the 
responsibility are utopias.  
2. The “social visible hand” (SVH) 
By SVH we understand supervision, a type of intervention, which is different from the one of the powers in 
charge, an indirect governing which does not derive from any authority of a sovereign type. In the 70s the crisis 
which was caused by the first oil shock determines the bankruptcy of the international financial system 
established in 1944 by the conference from Bretton Woods. The new regime of fluctuating exchange rates was 
introduced, where the dollar and the pound played together with the gold standard the role of reserve currency. 
For this measure to become functional and to obtain a common agreement of the states, a solution was found, 
namely a severe supervision, decreed in 1975 in Article 4 of the revised book of the IMF. The same term of 
supervision will be used by G-10 (The reunion of the governors of the main World Central Banks) and G- 7 (The 
reunion of the officials from the main developed countries) (Rosanvallon, 2010). We appreciate that this concept 
can be taken and adapted at the mechanism of functioning of the free market. We will call it “the social visible 
hand” which supervises the representative governing and the individual behavior, slowing down the tendencies 
towards the empowerment of power and the excesses of the selfish spirit. This “contraposition” of vigilance has 
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the role to remedy the dysfunctions of the self- management of the market through the “invisible hand” 
establishing trust through distrust into an active democratic virtue. “Whatever we say, distrust is the guardian of 
the people’s rights; it is the profound feeling of freedom, as jealousy is for love” (Jaume, 1989). SVH makes the 
community’s opinion tangible, and gives a meaning to the expression of the general will: the supervision of the 
economic actors and power by the society. It is not coercive, but it trains effects which are sometimes more 
powerful than the ones trained by the normative rules. For instance, a relegation of the national rating marks of 
the rating Agencies has an effect in the economic field more than any other law or orderly of the Government.  
SVH is found between the “invisible hand” of the market and the “coercive hand” of the state. Specific for it, 
is that it attracts attention, not intervention; it watches the achievement of an indirect governing. It is the one 
which can control the sideslips of power (executive, legislative, judiciary, and representative) and the weaknesses 
of the “invisible hand”. 
SVH transforms the social opinion into an invisible and disseminated institution with major effects.  It 
produces a certain reputation, which is a key variable of trust, which in its turn represents a precious symbolic 
capital. Honor, reputation, trust etc. are capitals which can be transformed into an internal social regulator more 
efficient than the effects of the institutional mechanisms. In the same time, SVH is the generator of the 
destructive effects of discrediting: blame, shame, etc. Reputation is a good fluctuant, cumulative, temporal, with 
an anticipatory effect, a condenser of information, through which a decision becomes possible and rational, in the 
conditions of imperfect information; it has a value which always exceeds the benefits on long term, benefits 
which it could obtain on short term, the actions or the behavior become indifferent at this dimension 
(Rosanvallon, 2010, Mercer, 1996, David, Kreps, Wilson, 1982, Kreps, 1990).  
“The coercive hand” uses the legal standard, “the invisible hand” uses the selfish spirit, and SVH uses the 
social norm. Between the theory of market subjectivism and the statist ones, SVH and also the social institutional 
economy find their place. (Fig. 1) 
 
Agenda 
x IH- “the invisible hand” 
x CH- “the coercive hand” 
x SVH- “the social visible hand” 
x USVH- unconsolidated SVH  
x SVHI- SVH in consolidation 
x SVHC- SVH consolidated 
x WIS - weak institutions of the state  
x PIS- powerful institutions of the state  
x IWM- institutions of the weak market 
x ISM- institutions of the strong market 
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Fig.  1. The social neo-institutional economy, “the invisible hand”, “the coercive hand” and “the social visible hand” 
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neo –institutional Economy (SNE) consists in the interaction between the private institutions and the public ones, 
supervised by the SVH- habitus, the rating agencies, certification, audit, denouncing (Lungu Petruescu, 2013).  
The control is achieved through weak forms of coordination and permanent negotiation and institutions of the 
society which supervise the relations between the market, the state and the civil society, a kind of social 
governing. The determination of the rules is no longer part of a normative horizon built hierarchically as to 
impose the general will. The social governing appoints a system of heterogenic norms, plural, that cumulate the 
national right with the international one, elements of arbitrage, conventions, customs, forming an entire complex 
universe, a complexity which results from the existence of several institutions which participate in the control of 
each field. 
The social neo- institutional economy means a rupture from the nowadays hierarchic systems and an 
“organization of distrust” in the social institutions of supervision; this breach can be considered as an expression 
of the democratic crisis, of the representation and of the general interest, but also a consequence of the fact that 
the contemporary societies are considered to be more complex; the age of networks follows the age of 
organizations. The societies and economy have become more capable to lead horizontally and to self - organize 
themselves without the dominance of the hierarchy.  
The social powers of supervision, of observation and judgment do not deconstruct the state, because they 
exist only if they are related to this. The state consolidates its power cautioning the intervention of these social 
institutions.  
The importance of transparency/visibility grows, another name for the utopia of the market; only in this 
manner can the reign of the “invisible hand” be installed.  
SVH achieves the economic functions of: self-monitoring–mutual control, each side exerts an active 
supervision on the others. It is a horizontal control; supervision by a third one, the rating agencies, organisms of 
the type Security Exchange Commission in SUA, The Authority of the Financial Markets in France, Institutions 
of European constructions etc. The third evaluator brings a plus of objectivity and trust on the market. Such 
agencies represent the equivalent of a “visible hand” which overlaps on the “invisible hand” of the market (the 
development of the role and of the importance of this function in (Rosanvallon, 2010, Lichy, 1991)); 
certification- if the evaluations are mere information from a legal point of view, certifications are enlisted in a 
regulated perspective in a more explicit way. Certification functions as a “trusting mole”; the audit- the 
legitimacy and the credibility of the companies and of other organizations base themselves on independent 
external evaluations, a third investigator. The audit is a decisive element of the governing, it is a “negative 
insurance”; the denouncing- in SUA the so- called “whistleblowers” , the one who pull the alarm, the one who 
from the interior of an organization denounce the serious dysfunctions and they are protected by the law 
(Rosanvallon, 2010). In 2003 the journal Times named as personalities of the year the three persons who 
denounced the irregularities from Enron, Worldcom and FBI. 
3. Conclusions 
In the conditions of nowadays reality and of the following period, we have faith that in the fast strategies of 
economic development, the macroeconomic aggregates and the rhythm in which they evolve–the GDP, consume, 
the governmental spending, the investments, the balance of payments still have a role. In consequence, we share 
the point of view of Joseph Stiglitz (Stiglitz, 2008) according to whom, the relation of efficiency in the 
functioning of the private sector and of the public one is a determinant factor in development. It would be a 
serious error to believe that, at least in the near future, the influence of the state in economy would be eliminated. 
If anyone suggested this, it would be hard to believe that he would succeed, but if he succeeded, the 
consequences could be a disaster for that nation.  It is hard to imagine a harmonious, free society, guided by 
barons, either belonging to the asphalt, cereals or the great sponsors. The project must aim not at the elimination 
of the influence of the state, but at the reduction of this influence, especially in the normative part of economy. 
The removal of certain domains: environment, defense, education, health- from under the financing authority of 
the state can be only gradual and simultaneously achieved, in a representative group by strong developed 
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countries in an economical and a democratic way. We have no sign that the democratic nations would intend to 
eliminate the role of the state in economy and society. On the contrary, numbers shows us its consolidation. 
We resume Smith’s theory in the sense that private propriety and the economy of free market are the factors 
which bring the best results at an individual level, but also lead to harmony and prosperity only if they are 
accompanied by other institutions and favorable laws.  
Our approach has in common with the neo- institutional trend (Buchman, Coase, North, Williamson) 
considerations of principle, a limited government and good institutions, which are - major determiners of 
development. It is different from this through the way it handles institutionalism; it considers that SVH, by 
supervision and not by hierarchy is the right direction for the conciliation of the state with the market, the gradual 
reduction of the intervention of the state concomitant with preventing the excesses of the selfish spirit. There is a 
transition theory, an intermediary one, between laissez- faire and the statist theory, to the social economy of the 
creators and of the trans - humans.  
The economic freedom creates the premise for the excesses of self-interest, but it is the safest modality to stop 
it. In other words, from the perspective of the relation costs- benefits, it offer more than it spoils. Only in a free 
economy the mechanisms of the “social visible hand” develop. The statistic research has proven that economic 
freedom correlates negatively with corruption and the underground economy. 
“The social visible hand” allows the excess of individual interest, its side slips from the common interest. It 
does not have a normative character, but in certain cases, it assures the self- regulation in a more functional way 
than the normative regulations. If the normative regulations mean an imposed will, the non- normative 
regulations mean self-imposed will. 
Deep transformations are necessary into the individual and collective mentalities and in order to make 
possible the management of freedom without regulations. Some researchers are optimist, they have the idea of 
the radical change of people (creative, trans-human, see (Băileșteanu, 2010); in this thesis we propose “an assist” 
of the “invisible hand” from the “social visible hand” as an intermediary stage. The more the role of non- 
normative regulations increases in relation to the normative ones, the more the role of the state diminishes in 
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